[Multicentric evaluation of MDR phenotype in leukemia: intermediate analysis of the French study].
Thirty-six French centres are involved in an evaluation of the techniques used for MDR phenotype measurement. Until now, 14 samples of various kinds of leukemia (mainly acute myelogenous leukemia) and three cell lines with different levels of resistance were sent by one centre and tested. MRK16 antibody was used for flow cytometry and immunocytochemistry, RNA was measured by RT-PCR, rhodamine or anthracyclin efflux were tested for functional assay. Wide discrepancies were observed in the results, mainly with flow cytometry, specially for the samples with a probable low level of MDR1 expression. The importance of histogram interpretation was documented by the comparative analysis of results obtained on cells already marked with MRK16, fixed and sent to all centers. The use of the ratio of the mean of fluorescence, instead of percentage, should help for standardization. The use of only one control RNA (used at different dilutions) for standardisation of RT-PCR could help in decreasing the discrepancies observed. The mean of fluorescence should also be used for expressing the rhodamine cell content.